
Editor’s Note

Introduction to the Virtual Issue: Federalism
and American Elections

5 In recent years, Publius has published a significant number of articles examining the relationship

between federalism and electoral politics in the United States. This virtual issue highlights eight of

those articles falling into four broad themes: the Electoral College, election reform, the interaction

between federalism and campaigns, and federalism and the GeorgeW. Bush presidency.

10 The Electoral College is one of the most obvious, and certainly one of the most

controversial, examples of the connection between elections and federalism in USA.

Indeed, as is often observed, the Electoral College means that every presidential

election is actually fifty-one separate elections. Two articles in this collection focus

on key features of the Electoral College: the so-called ‘‘federalism bonus’’—the two
15 electoral votes granted to each state regardless of population in recognition of its

senators—and the practice of all but two states to utilize the ‘‘general ticket’’ (or

‘‘winner-take-all’’) method of allocating electors. In ‘‘What Role Does the

‘Federalism Bonus’ Play in Presidential Selection?,’’ Adkins and Kirwan (2002)

answer the questions why a federalism component was originally incorporated in
20 the Electoral College, what difference (if any) it has made over time, and how it

would be affected by proposed reforms to the Electoral College. Robert E. Ross’s

(2015) article entitled ‘‘Federalism and the Electoral College: The Development of

the General Ticket Method for Selecting Presidential Electors’’ traces the evolution

of the state allocation of electors, which is constitutionally left open to the states.
25 Ross shows how the change in practice, from wide usage of the district system to

nearly universal prevalence of the general ticket system, was not only a practical

change but was accompanied by a theoretical change in the way Americans looked

at the Electoral College.

As the subject of over seven hundred proposed constitutional amendments, the
30 Electoral College naturally overlaps with issues of electoral reform. Adkins and

Kirwan (2002) devote a portion of their article to proposed reforms, and Drake

(2014) adds an article assessing the constitutional viability of a current reform

effort, the ‘‘National Popular Vote Compact’’ in which a number of states have

pledged to give their electoral votes to the winner of the nationally aggregated
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popular vote as a way of circumventing the Electoral College without eliminating it.

Drake explains why, in his view, the compact proposal is constitutionally

implausible. While the compact idea has languished, another reform, enacted in

2002, has significantly affected election administration. HAVA, or the ‘‘Help
5 America Vote Act,’’ offered federal funds for state and local election administration

in the wake of vote casting and counting difficulties in Florida, New Mexicio, and

elsewhere in 2000. In ‘‘HAVA and the States,’’ Liebschutz and Palazzolo (2005)

survey the broad effects of HAVA and judge them to be generally positive.

A third theme views the question of how federalism and election campaigns and
10 outcomes interact. There are multiple possible forms that interaction can take. One

possibility is that state-level strategic factors such as the national convention site,

vice-presidential selection, and party control of governorships might affect state

presidential contests, and hence tip the overall election. Powell (2004) addresses

these issues in ‘‘The Strategic Importance of State-Level Factors in Presidential
15 Elections,’’ finding that presidential and vice-presidential candidates both receive a

home-state electoral boost but that governorships and convention location do not

produce significant benefits. Another form of this interaction comes by way of a

long-standing debate over whether the electoral system provides a ‘‘political

safeguard’’ for federalism and preservation of state interests. In ‘‘National Election
20 Cycles and the Intermittent Political Safeguards of Federalism,’’ Nicholson-Crotty

(2008) weighs in on this debate, answering a qualified ‘‘yes,’’ with federal

officeholders less supportive of ‘‘coercive’’ federalism policies in election years.

Finally, this special issue takes a deeper look at the election and partisan impact

of President George W. Bush. Smith (2001) details the role of federalism issues in
25 the 2000 presidential election. In ‘‘Federalism in the 2000 Presidential Election,’’

Smith compares the approaches to federalism of Bush and his main rival,

Democratic nominee Al Gore. Looking past the election, Milkis and Rhodes (2007)

review how the Bush presidency reshaped the traditional Republican stance on

limited government and the states’ rights. Bush, Milkis, and Rhodes note,
30 deliberately downplayed federalism and supported centralizing policies in order to

supplement the GOP’s faltering coalition in the electorate. This analysis is

particularly interesting in light of the 2016 Republican nomination race. The rise of

the Tea Party restored limited government and federalism to the center of the

Republican approach for a few years, but this restoration was cut short by Donald
35 J. Trump, who prevailed in the Republican primaries despite (or because of?)

having no discernable interest in those things. Milkis and Rhodes (2007) frame the

question of where Republicans will go next.

Andrew Busch
Claremont McKenna College
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